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The following sections describe different analyses done using IndiFrag v2.1 tool, in order to show
how to apply the tool and interpret the results. A study sample is used, composed of LULC data
from a few districts of the city of Valencia, Spain. The data were obtained from The European
Urban Atlas database (http://land.copernicus.eu/local).
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Tutorial 1: Fragmentation Analysis with Super-Objects
In this tutorial, almost the whole set of fragmentation metrics is computed. Firstly, the input data
are three layers: the classified objects, the super-objects and the urban centre point (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Input data for the fragmentation analysis. Shapefile with the objects (left); shapefile with the super-objects (middle); and
centre point (right), with their associated legend
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It is desirable that the input data do not have too many fields to facilitate the interpretation, as the
tool computes several geoprocessing operations that duplicate the information. The only field
needed is the class (LULC field), and optionally the type (urban or not-urban field) and the name
of the super-object fields. Once the data are prepared, open the Tool IndiFrag from ArcGis, then
the “Fragmentation Analysis” module and, finally, open the “Calculate FI” window. In the first
tutorial the input data are:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Input Feature with Objects: Objects.shp
Land Use Field Name: CLASS
Urban Field Name: TIPO
Urban Value: URBAN
Input Feature with Super-Objects: SuperObjects.shp
Super-Object Field Name: Nome
Output Text File: Results_FI (do not write any extension)
Is there any Road class? Roads
Select/Unselect all: all except IFUP
Input Feature with a Centre Point: Centre_point.shp
Ring Equidistance (metres): 500
Densify Distance (meters): 10

When the check box “Select/Unselect all” is selected, all the indices will be activated and additional
data have to be introduced. In this tutorial, the IFUP index is not checked because it is more
suitable for forest fragmentation analyses.
When entering the data is recommended to open the “Show Help” button, thus the tool will guide
the user in the introduction of the expected input and output data, as well as describing briefly the
indices.
When the process ends, the results are located in “C:/IndiFragTemp_FI”. During the calculation
process, temporal data are located in a geodatabase also in this path, and upon finishing the
process these files are deleted. When dimB and dimR indices are calculated, two graphs per class
are created and also stored in this path. If the RCB index is computed, intermediate layers with
the
“expanded”
objects
(after
removing
roads)
are
saved
in
“C:\IndiFragTemp_FI\ContrastTemp\gdb_noroad.gdb”. If the result is not good enough the densify
distance should be changed.
On the other hand, in the same path as the input data a new shapefile with the results stored in
the attribute table is created, called “NameoftheShapeINT.shp”, this is the result of intersecting the
object and super-object input shapefiles, and object and class level results will be stored here.
While super-object level results are stored in “SuperObjects.shp”. A text file with the results is also
created in the given path.
In order to interpret the results, those indices calculated at different levels are indicated with a
sub-index: object (O), class (Cl) and super-object (SO) levels (Figure 2 and Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Attribute table of ObjectsINT.shp with the results. Green field are calculated always even if no indices are indicated, red fields
are object level indices and orange class level

Figure 3. Attribute table of SuperObject.shp with the results. Green field are calculated always even if no indices are indicated and blue
fields are super-object level indices

Regarding the text file, some information related to the input data is stored to easily identify the
analysis where it comes from. Results are organised by levels, and this file is easily opened with
Excel or any text editor (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Example of the output text file
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Working with vector data and storing results in the attribute table has many advantages, e.g. the
user may easily represent the results in a GIS software, such as using choropleth maps to
graphically represent the indicators. Next, we show a few examples about the representation of
results, mapping them by level.


Object level

The Boundary Contrast Ratio (RCB), for instance, measures the interspersion among land uses.
The contrast is higher when the boundary of an object is adjacent to objects with different land
use or class. When studied at object level, RCBO gives a value between zero and one, showing the
contrast of each object. It is a relative measure of the amount of contrast along the object
perimeter (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Boundary Contrast Ratio at Object level (RCBO), where objects with high contrast equals to one, while high contrast objects
have near to zero or low contrast

In this case, the road class is not taken into account and thus road objects have null values. The
contrast is computed removing the influence of the objects from the road class.


Class level

When this index is analysed at class level, a value per class and super-object is obtained. In this
case, the contrast is quantified comparing the boundary of all the objects from the same class with
respect to the rest of the classes in a super-object. It provides a global idea of the interspersion
among classes. The value of RCBCl, in the attribute table, will be the same for all the objects in the
same class and super-object (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Boundary Contrast Ratio at Class level (RCBCl). This example shows only one super-object, where all objects from the
same class have the same value


Super-object level

Finally, the same index at super-object level (RCBSO) allows comparing the contrast among superobjects. The higher is the mix of classes within the super-object, the higher are the values of RCBSO
(Figure 7). For example, in Figure 7 the super-object with RCBSO = 0.125 corresponds to a
residential district, where mainly residential, green and commercial classes are present. In this
case residential objects are compact and contiguous, therefore a low contrast is found. However,
RCBSO=0.53 shows an heterogeneous super-object with mixed classes, in this case residential
class is disaggregated, increasing the contrast between objects, e.g. between agricultural and
residential classes.

Figure 7. Boundary Contrast Ratio at super-object level (RCBSO). Contrast near one means high contrast and near to zero low
contrast.

As shown above, once the indicators are computed their representation through maps is
straightforward, facilitating their interpretation and comparison. If applied to different dates, the
evolution and change of the fragmentation metrics can be compared.
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Tutorial 2: Fragmentation Analysis without Super-Objects
This second case is similar to the previous one, but without subdividing the analysis into different
super-objects. The input data are two layers, the shapefile with the objects and the centre point
(Figure 8)

Figure 8. Input data for the fragmentation analysis without super-objects. Shapefile with the objects (left); and centre point (right), with
their associated legend

The input data are:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Input Feature with Objects: Objects.shp
Land Use Field Name: CLASS
Urban Field Name: TIPO
Urban Value: URBAN
Input Feature with Super-Objects: None
Super-Object Field Name: None
Output Text File: None
Is there any Road class? Roads
Select/Unselect all: all except IFUP
Input Feature with a Centre Point: Centre_point.shp
Ring Equidistance (metres): 250
Densify Distance (meters): 10

When the process ends, a new shapefile is created in the temporal geodatabase
“C:\IndiFragTemp_FI\gdb_temp.gdb” called “SupObject”. This shapefile is the result of dissolving
all the objects from the input shapefile. Thus there is only one super-object (that corresponds to
the total study area) to store the results (there is only one row in the attribute table) and also for
mapping them.
The output shapefile “NameoftheShapeINT.shp” that contains object and class level indices has not
been subdivided since the super-object is the total study area.
In this case the object level indices are the same as in the first tutorial, as they do not depend on
the super-object. However, class level indices are not equal, as now there is one value for each
class for the total study area. For instance, the Euclidean nearest neighbour mean distance (DEM)
that depends on the distance between nearest objects in a class has one value per class (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Euclidean nearest neighbour mean distance at class level (DEM). This example shows the total study area, where all
objects from the same class have the same value

At super-object level, all the indices are stored in the same row of the attribute table, and the
results have to be mapped one by one, or shown in a table (Figure 10)

Figure 10. The “SupObject” layer created, it corresponds to the total study area with the results and its associated table
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Tutorial 3: Multi-temporal Analysis
In this tutorial, multi-temporal metrics are computed. Firstly, the input data are four layers: the
classified objects for two dates (Figure 11, A and B), the super-objects, optionally, (Figure 11, C),
and the urban centre (Figure 11, D). It is recommended that the shapefiles with the objects cover
the same area or at least have an overlapping area, otherwise the analysis would make no sense.
If a super-object shapefile is included only its extension will be evaluated.

Figure 11. Input data for the multi-temporal analysis. Shapefile with the objects for first date (A); for second date (B), super-objects (C), and
centre point (D), with their associated legend.

In this module, the analysis can be made using the classification in classes (LULC values) or
typologies (Urban/non-Urban), both cases are shown:
Urban Level



Urban level analysis is conducted when the user is only interested in the urban/non-urban classes
and how they change in the study area analysed per super-objects.
Once the data are prepared, open the Tool IndiFrag from ArcGis, then the “Multi-temporal
Analysis” module, and finally open “Calculate MI” window.








Input Feature with Objects (T1): ObjectsT1.shp
Land Use Field Name (T1): TIPO
Input Feature with Objects (T2): ObjectsT2.shp
Land Use Field Name (T2): TIPO
Input Feature with Super-Objects: SuperObjects.shp
Super-Object Field Name: Nome
Number of years between T1 and T2: 6
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Output Text File: Results_MI_Urban
Input Feature with a Centre Point: Centre_point.shp
Ring Equidistance (metres): 250
Exploitation degrees: None (there are not in the urban level)

When the process ends, results are located in “C:\IndiFragTemp_MI”. This folder should have the
following files for the urban class (also non-urban class results are provided, but in this tutorial
are not analysed and were removed):
⇒ Growth_Distance_URBAN.png: this graph shows the result of the concentric circle analysis
with an equidistance of 250 metres that quantifies the urban area variation (km 2) with
respect to the centre point (Figure 12).

Figura 1. (a) Crecimiento del área urbana (en rojo los objetos urbanos nuevos) con los
sectores superpuestos; y (b) gráfica de orientaciones espaciales generada a partir de (a)

Figure 12. Urban growth (green) and lost (red) with the concentric circles overlapped in blue (left) and Growth_Distance_URBAN.png
associated graph (right)

⇒ Growth_Sector_URBAN.png: this graph shows the result of the sector analysis with 16
divided sectors (with an angle of 22.5°) from the centre point provided, that quantifies the
variation of the urban area (km2) per orientation (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Urban growth (green) and lost (red) with the sectors overlapped in blue (left) and Growth_Sector_URBAN.png
associated graph (right)
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⇒ Growth_Types.png: this graph shows the change types for urban areas in the whole study
area without taking into account the super-objects (this information per super-object is
stored in the attribute table of the shapefile, but this is not represented in this graph). It
represents the amount of change (km2) according to its type considering three types:
infilling, edge-expansive and outlying, calculated based on the LEI index (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Urban growth by type: Infilling, edge-expansive and outlying (left), and graph with the accumulated growth by
type (right)

⇒ gdb_temp.gdb: This geodatabase contains the results in different feature layers:


Res_URBAN: This layer is created combining the urban areas of the two dates. It has
several fields of interest:
o



Temp_Class: This field classifies objects in three types: “Old” for objects in both
dates, “New” for non-urban objects changed to urban, and “Lost” for objects that
are no longer urban.
o Growth_type: New objects are subclassified in three types of growth: infilling, edgeexpansive and outlying. Infilling refers to the gap inside old urban objects that have
been partially or totally filled with a newly grown urban object. Edge-expansion
occurs when a new urban object appears on the contour of an existing urban
object. The outlying growth occurs when new urban objects are isolated.
o Nome: Name of the super-object to which the object belongs.
o Area and Perim: Area and perimeter of the object (in metres).
o LEI: Landscape Expansion Index for each object. This is used to assign the growth
type: 100 ≥ LEI> 50 for infilling, 50 ≥ LEI > 0 for edge-expansive, and LEI=0 for
outlying.
Res_SO_CL: This layer has the results of multi-temporal metrics for each super-object
at urban level. It allows comparing urban growth in different super-objects.
o
o
o

Area and Perim: Area and perimeter of the super-objects (𝑘𝑚2).
At1_URBAN: Urban area for the first date (𝑘𝑚2).
At2_URBAN: Urban area for the second date (𝑘𝑚2).
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o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

ANew_URBAN: Area of new urban objects (𝑘𝑚2). Differs from Ac because this does
not have into account lost urban objects. It is the accumulative area of objects
classified as “new” in “Temp_class”.
AInf_URBAN: Area of new urban objects with infilling growth type (𝑘𝑚2).
AEdg_URBAN: Area of new urban objects with edge-expansive growth type (𝑘𝑚2).
AOut_URBAN: Area of new urban objects with outlying growth type (𝑘𝑚2).
MEI_URBAN: Mean Expansion Index for urban type in the super-object.
AWM_URBAN: Area-Weighted Mean Expansion Index for urban type in the superobject.
CP_URBAN: Change Proportion of urban area for the super-object (%).
RC_URBAN: Ratio of Change of urban area for the super-object (%).
Ac_URBAN: Area of urban change for the super-object (𝑘𝑚2).
Ar_URBAN: Ratio of urban change per year for the super-object (𝑘𝑚2 /𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)

The results can be interpreted using the numeric results from the attribute table, but also mapping
them. For instance, it is possible to combine their results to give more information as seen in
Figure 15. Not only quantifies its growth, but also qualifies its process.

Figure 15. Example of multi-temporal metrics. Graduate dots represent the compactness of the growing process (AWM), while
the colour shows the ratio of change (RC), absence of dot and colour means no change.

⇒ Results_MI_Urban.txt: this text file stores additional results of urban change. Global
growth rates, geometric centres for both dates, distance between centres and orientation to
reflect changes of the urban footprint (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Text file with additional urban growth results


Class Level

In this level changes between classes are shown in the study area. In this case, the super-object
shapefile is not included, in order to analyse change patterns for each class, without comparing
among super-objects.
Once the data are prepared, open the Tool IndiFrag from ArcGis, then the “Multi-temporal
Analysis” module, and finally, open “Calculate MI” window.
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Input Feature with Objects (T1): ObjectsT1.shp
Land Use Field Name (T1): CLASS
Input Feature with Objects (T2): ObjectsT2.shp
Land Use Field Name (T2): CLASS
Input Feature with Super-Objects: Super-Object Field Name: Number of years between T1 and T2: 6
Output Text File: Results_MI_Class
Input Feature with a Centre Point: Centre_point.shp
Ring Equidistance (metres): 250
Exploitation degrees:
o Low: BarrenLand
o Medium: GreenUrbanAreas;Water
o Medium-high: Agricultural
o High: Residential;Roads;Comercial;LeisureFacilities
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When the process ends, results are located in “C:\IndiFragTemp_MI”. During the calculation
process, temporal data are located in a geodatabase in this path, but when the process finishes
correctly, these files are deleted. At the end, this folder should have the following files:
⇒ Growth_Types.png: this graph shows change types for every class in all the study area,
even if included it does not take into account the super-objects. It represents the amount of
change (km2) according to its type: infilling, edge-expansive or outlying for each class
calculated based on the LEI index (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Growth types graph for each class for the study area

⇒ Growth_Distance_”Class”.png: this graph shows the result of the concentric circle analysis
with an equidistance of 250 metres that quantifies the area variation (km 2) for each class
with respect to the provided centre point, as shown in urban level.
⇒ Growth_Sector_”Class”.png: this graph shows the result of the sector analysis with 16
divided sectors (with an angle of 22.5°) from the provided centre point, that quantifies the
area variation (km2) for each class per orientation, as shown in urban level.
⇒ gdb_temp.gdb: This geodatabase contains the results in different feature layers:




Res_”Class”: These layers are created combining the area of the same class for both
dates; there are as much layers as classes. They have the same fields as those explained
in the urban level (Res_URBAN).
Res_SO_CL: This layer has the results of multi-temporal metrics for each super-object
at class level, in this case there is only one super-object, and the results of the classes
are stored in different columns. When the Exploitation degree is included three fields
are added to those seen in the urban level.
o LUD_t1: Land Use Degree for the first date.
o LUD_t2: Land Use Degree for the second date.
o LUC: Land Use changes between dates having into account all included classes.
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Chng_Cl_SO: This layer shows for each super-object the change between classes, those
objects with the same class in the first date and the same in the second are dissolved. It
has the following fields:
o Class_t1: all the objects from the same class for the first date.
o Class_t2: all the objects from the same class for the second date.
o Descrip: if there is or not change between Class_t1 and Class_t2.
o SUM_COUNT_OBJECTID: number of objects in the same situation.
o PORCENT: percentage of change/no change area respect to the area in the first
date.
Chng_Cl_all: This layer shows for all the study area the change between classes, when
there is only one super-object or none this layer is the same as “Chng_Cl_SO”.
Chng_Ob_SO: This layer is similar to “Chng_Cl_SO” but without dissolving the objects.
Each object has its previous and current class, and can be analysed separately, it allows
making different analysis.
Res_SO_Ob: Shows the amount of kept and lost areas for each class in percentages.
There are two fields for each class “Ch_Class” for changed objects, and “NCh_Class” for
objects that did not change.

These layers are useful for analysing change patterns in a study area, and also quantify its amount,
as shown in Figure 18 and Table 1.

Figure 18. Change between classes for the study area (grey objects mean no change).
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Table 1. Change between classes in km2. In the diagonal of the table are no changed values. Data extracted from “Chng_Cl_all”
t1

t2 Agricultural Barrenland Commercial Green Leisure Residential Roads Water

Total Area t1

Agricultural

2.706

0.286

0.025

0.053

0.009

0.009

0.173

-

3.261

Barrenland

0.014

1.084

0.290

0.132

0.044

0.116

0.187

-

1.867

Commercial

-

0.025

4.531

0.030

-

0.004

0.036

-

4.627

Green

-

-

-

1.450

-

-

-

-

1.450

Leisure

-

0.023

-

-

0.386

-

0.002

-

0.411

Residential

-

0.004

-

0.005

-

8.166

0.013

-

8.188

Roads

-

0.035

0.002

0.012

-

-

5.010

-

5.059

Water

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.261

0.261

Total Area t2

2.720

1.458

4.848

1.682

0.439

8.295

5.421

0.261
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